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I. Introduction
“…and it is here that we are, in some pain and with no guarantees, working out our destiny.”
― Carl Sagan, Cosmos
Welcome to Zero Age, the postmortem journey of a nameless character as she transcends
from one fate to another. Although nameless, we will, for now, call her Mim and it is through this
ephemeral name that we will describe the intricate properties of the Zero Age universe.
Mim’s path is impeded by obstacles, ones only overcome through acquired knowledge and
mastery of the abilities granted to her. Mim’s journey will not be easy and will require patience,
experimentation and reasoning.
Luckily she is not alone.
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II. Controls
Moving:

To move Mim, double tap anywhere on the grid. Double tap again to cancel the
movement. Mim moves in a straight line but can also move in an ‘L’ to reach the desired
destination. If she encounters an obstacle or Beam along the way, Mim will stop in place.
Mim can climb obstacles, but only ones that are a single Grid Unit (GU) in height.

Nodes and the Actuator:

Nodes can be found on fixed objects such as walls, pillars and platforms or on moveable
objects such as Cubes. A Node on a Cube allows you to move it along the same plane as
the Node. This means that a Node on the top face of a Cube allows you to move it across
the ground, but it cannot be lifted. While a Node on the side face of the Cube allows you
to lift it and move it along a single line, but it cannot move freely across the ground.
When you encounter a Node, tap and hold it to open the Actuator.
The Actuator allows you to move Cubes, as well as cast Beams. To move a Cube, open the
Actuator, drag your finger outside the visible perimeter and release to move the Cube. A
Cube can move a maximum of 4 GUs in a single movement in any permissible direction.
Moving the Cube in an ‘L’ allows the following GU moments direction combinations:
4GUs - UP / 2GUs - SIDE
3GUs - UP / 3GUs - SIDE
2GUs - UP / 4GUs - SIDE
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Note: You cannot not Move a Cube if Mim is standing on it.
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Casting Beams:

To cast a Beam, tap and hold a Node to open the Actuator and drag your finger to the
desired Beam color within the inner circle (release to cast). The Beam can be removed by
repeating the same process.
Note: Beams that are built into the level (and not emerging from an accessible Node) cannot
be removed.
For more information about using the different Beams, go to the Beam section of this guide.

Zooming /Panning:

Pinch to Zoom in to get a better view and have more control over Node actions. The
camera can be panned slightly by moving two fingers simultaneously in any direction.

The Pause Menu:

You can access the Pause Menu by Swiping from outside the left side (left to right) of
your device screen.
From the Pause Menu, you can Undo your last step or even Reload the whole puzzle,
returning Mim, as well as all Nodes and Cubes, to their default state and position.
From the Pause Menu, you can also see information about Controls and the various
Beams you have acquired.
To close the Menu just swipe back (from right to left).
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The Measuring Tool:

Sometimes you will want to measure the Grid Unit (GU) distance between different
sections of the puzzle scene. To begin measuring, just tap and hold a unit on the grid and
drag across the the surface. The measuring tool works on 2-axes, measuring the distance
of the X and Y axis on any given plane. Just like moving Cubes, measuring only works on
a single plane.
Note: Tapping and holding on a Node will open the Actuator and not the Measuring tool. If
you want to measure the distance to a Node, open the Measuring Tool on an empty Grid Unit
and drag to the Node.
In order to experiment with the various Controls and Beams, enter the Sandbox from the
Main Menu. The Sandbox will only feature Beams you have already acquired throughout
the game.
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III. Beams
In Zero Age, you will acquire various Beams that have different colors, functions and
properties. Beams are acquired by completing Beam Puzzles found on Headstones
throughout the game.

Beam Puzzles:

A Beam Puzzle consists of 3x3 Grid of Nodes on a wall.
Above the puzzle grid, you will see the Solution arrangement that you will need to
replicate. Flanking the Puzzle Grid are Glyphs showing the color and shape of Beams
available to you.
Cast Beams on the puzzle grid in a certain order to achieve the same arrangement shown
in the solution grid. Upon completing the puzzle, you will be awarded a new Beam.
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Beams will show up in your Actuator as colors. The following guide will describe the
various Beams you will acquire throughout Zero Age.
Note: After Casting a Beam, you still have access to the Node and all Actuator functions.

BLOCK Beam:

Casting this Beam generates a Green Cube volume. The Beam works like a Cube in
that it can be used as a step or be used to support other Cubes.
Note: A BLOCK Beam cannot support another BLOCK Beam.

PUSH Beam:

When cast, this creates a 3 Grid Unit (GU) Beam that pushes and holds Mim or a Cube.
The subject is held at the 4th GU. The PUSH Beam can be used to lift subjects to 4 GU
height or to help them cross gaps in the ground.
If either Mim or a Cube is subjected to more than one PUSH Beam simultaneously, the
newest one will take priority.
Note: The PUSH beam can only be used on Mim and on Cubes; it has no effect on other Beams.
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REFLECT Beam:

This Beam is used to redirect other Beams. When cast, the user will see an arrow they
can then orient in the direction they choose. A redirected Beam retains the length of
the original Beam and not just the part passing through the REFLECT volume.
Note: Beams can only be redirected with a REFLECT Beam and cannot be extended in the
same direction nor deflected back to the source.

POWER Beam:

This is a Beam used to activate Switches. The POWER Beam is infinite in length and
can reach even the furthest of Switches. However these Beams are lethal – casting
with caution is advised.

FREEZE Beam:

This 2 Grid Unit (GU) Beam is used to hold subjects in place. While in a FREEZE Beam,
Mim can still move freely and Cubes can still be moved using the Actuator.
A FREEZE Beam forms a stronger bond than a PUSH Beam and will take priority if
these bonds intertwine. This means that a PUSH Beam will not affect Mim or a Cube if
they are in a FREEZE Beam bond.
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ATTRACT/REPEL Beams:

These are two Beams that, when Cast along a single line, form a magnetic field. When
either Mim or a Cube enter this magnetic field, they are pushed towards the ATTRACT
Beam. This magnetic field works regardless of the Grid Unit (GU) distance between
both Beams. The magnetic field is broken if either Beam is removed or moved (out of line).
Additionally, when the magnetic field is activated, both Beams become solid blocks
capable of supporting either Mim or a Cube (much like the BLOCK Beam). However,
this capability is only applicable when the magnetic field is active though.
Note: A magnetic field is not strong enough to break a PUSH or FREEZE bond.

TELEPORT Beams:

When two TELEPORT Beams are cast, Mim can teleport between them freely.
The TELEPORT Beam can also teleport Cubes. However, moving Cubes teleport
with their motion. This means, when a Cube is moved towards a TELEPORT Beam, it
will continue moving -- after teleportation -- for one Grid Unit (GU) less than the GU
distance it originally moved to reach the TELEPORT Beam. The direction of the postteleport motion is dictated by the direction the node is facing. Confused?
Maybe this diagram will help:
3
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Cube moves 3 Grid Units to TELEPORT

1

GU Cube motion after Teleport = GUs moved towards Teleport - 1GU
Applicable to Cubes only

Cube moves 2 Grid Units after TELEPORT

Note: Only two TELEPORT Beams can exist at any given time. If a third TELEPORT Beam
is cast, it will automatically kill one of the existing two (the older one).
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IV. Tips
In Zero Age you are encouraged to experiment as much as you can by seeing how
Beams work and interact, and testing the limits of the abilities you have at your
disposal.
Solutions don’t come easy but the more you play, the more you learn.
However, this can have frustrating consequences. In order to better prepare you, we’ve
listed a few general tips that may help:
• When you have 2 Cubes with a single Side-Node each (on opposite sides) you can
use them in tandem to go virtually anywhere via the stacking mechanism.
• Working backwards from the checkpoint often helps. This means, look at the
checkpoint, think of the structure you would need to reach that checkpoint,
look at the Cubes and Nodes you have at your disposal and try to arrange them
accordingly.
Admittedly this works better for some puzzles than others. But It is a valuable, and
often underestimated, strategy.

Each Stack arrangement can move both cubes along a
line. Alternate usage to access any part of the grid.

• If the perspective of the scene is throwing you off, use the Measuring Tool to align
objects and to get a better sense of the space.

The Measuring tool cannot only measure distances but
can also help you test object alignments.
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• Planning things in your head before taking action often yields better results. For
example, the PUSH Beam moves Cubes out of its own range and sometimes, there
is no way back without a Reload. There is no rush so let caution be your guide.
• A PUSH Beam can push Mim across a 4 Grid Unit (GU) gap or help her scale a 4 GU
obstacle. Learning such numbers quickly will make tackling future puzzles easier.
Need to climb a 5GU height? Perhaps you need a PUSH Beam coming out the Top
Node of a Cube.
• Always remember Beam bond strengths: The FREEZE bond is stronger than the
PUSH bond, which is stronger than the Magnetic field (ATTRACT/REPEL Bond).
Each bond has differently properties. Do not assume that all bonds are the same.
Test them out, use the Sandbox if need be.

Be mindful of Beam bond strengths:
FREEZE > PUSH > ATTRACT/REPEL

For Help with specific puzzles, write us at info@zeroagegame.com or
visit our Facebook page (facebook.com/zeroagegame) and talk to us there.
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